We have numerically compared the performance of various designs for the core refractive-index (RI) and rare-earth-dopant distributions of large-mode-area fibers for use in bend-loss-filtered, high-power amplifiers. We first established quantitative targets for the key parameters that determine fiber-amplifier performance, including effective LP 01 modal area (A eff , both straight and coiled), bend sensitivity (for handling and packaging), high-order mode discrimination, mode-field displacement upon coiling, and index contrast (manufacturability). We compared design families based on various power-law and hybrid profiles for the RI and evaluated confined rare-earth doping for hybrid profiles.
INTRODUCTION
Applications requiring compact, efficient, and high-radiance sources are continuing to drive the development of active fibers with large mode areas (LMAs). The practical difficulties of increasing the fiber core diameter while suppressing support of high-order modes through reducing the numerical aperture (NA) are well known. Consequently, techniques have been developed for mode control in conventional (solid) fibers with large multimode cores. In the case of fiber amplifiers, two methods in widespread use are (1) coiling the fiber to exploit mode-dependent bend losses, 1 and (2) selectively launching the fundamental mode. 2 Alternatively, microstructured, or holey fibers, have been developed that possess an effectively low NA and rigorously support a single mode. For some applications, however, their inherently high bend sensitivity precludes coiling to a small enough radius to satisfy packaging requirements. Bend-loss filtering of conventional, step-index LMA fiber amplifiers has recently been shown to provide near-diffraction-limited, > 1 MW peak power output 3, 4 with a core diameter of 30 m; up to 6 MW peak power was reported 5 for a diameter of 80 m. However, few investigations of the applicability of non-step-index LMA fibers for bend-loss-filtered amplifiers have been reported. Hadley et al. 6 and Fini 7 and showed that bending substantially decreases the effective mode area (A eff ) and displaces the transverse mode profiles of the fundamental mode for LMA step-index fibers. A substantial decrease in A eff when the fiber is coiled reduces the benefits of using LMA fibers. Fini 7 compared families of solid and microstructure fiber designs, pointing out the deleterious effects of bending and showing significant performance enhancements for some non-step-index profiles; his recommended designs yielded A eff values up to 700 m 2 .
In this paper, we report detailed numerical investigations of designs for the refractive-index (RI) and rare-earth-dopant distributions of LMA fibers suitable for use in bend-loss-filtered amplifiers and capable of achieving A eff values up to 2700 m 2 . We first established targets for the key parameters that determine fiber-amplifier performance, with emphasis on power scaling, practical handling and packaging, and manufacturability. These targets allow quantitative comparisons of various fiber designs and illustrate tradeoffs intrinsic to these designs.
DESIGN APPROACH

Goals
The design goals were largely shaped by applications requiring high pulse energies and peak powers, minimal nonlinear effects, near-diffraction-limited beam quality, and small packaging size. The first two considerations drove the goal of maximizing A eff , the beam-quality requirement demanded good discrimination against high-order (HO) modes, and packaging constraints encouraged low bend sensitivity.
Determining useful yet achievable quantitative goals was a significant aspect of the design process because most performance parameters are strongly coupled, and the final design was largely governed by tradeoffs. Our highest priority goals concerned maximizing pulse power and energy for ns-range pulse durations, and we allowed this emphasis to drive the other attributes, often to the limits described below. A different emphasis, e.g., on lower bend sensitivity for smaller package sizes, could result in different "optimized" designs.
Consideration of thermal effects was beyond the scope of this study but was judged to be of low significance in view of the relatively low average powers contemplated (e.g., < 50 W output power at tens of kHz pulse repetition rates). The only design goal concerning manufacturability was the limitation on core-cladding index contrast.
We selected 6 performance attributes that were amenable to quantification. These attributes are listed below with descriptions and numerical goals for each. The specific numerical targets are somewhat application specific, particularly in the cases of (1)-(3).
(1) Large A eff for the fundamental mode (LP 01 )
Based on calculations and recent experimental results, 4 respective pulse energies and peak powers approaching 1 mJ and 2 MW can be generated nearly free of nonlinear effects with A eff > 1000 m 2 . This pulse-energy/peak-power regime allows fiber lasers to compete in applications currently requiring bulk solid-state lasers, and it enables new applications based on the decreased size and increased efficiency of fiber lasers. We also required that the design be scalable to even larger A eff values (up to 2700 m 2 ) without significant degradation of the other goals.
(2) Acceptable mode area compression when coiled at the operating bend radius R op-bend Using a fixed bend radius when comparing different fiber designs can be misleading because this radius may not be usable across fibers with widely differing bend sensitivities. In general, HO mode discrimination increases with decreasing R bend , but LP 01 mode loss imposes a lower limit on R bend . In this work, R op-bend is taken as the bend radius corresponding to an LP 01 (5) Manufacturable core-cladding refractive-index contrast From manufacturability considerations, we restricted the designs to having an index contrast (between the cladding index and the peak index in the core) of n 1.0×10 -3 , corresponding to an NA of 0.054 for silica at a wavelength of 1064 nm.
(6) Minimal displacement of the fundamental mode when bent
Compared to the mode field diameter (MFD) in the straight fiber, a large displacement of the mode when bent requires a correspondingly large dopant radius if confined doping is used, or, if the entire core is doped, requires a dopant diameter large compared to the MFD. A large mismatch in these values can lead to inefficient energy extraction. Our target was to achieve a fundamental mode displacement when bent, x bent = <x bent >, that was less than the MFD for the straight fiber.
Design space
In this study we considered the properties of the core of non-microstructured silica fibers, consisting of the RI profile, NA, and radius of rare-earth dopant region (see Fig. 1a ). The dopant region was assumed to be uniform in dopant density and to have a radius R dopant R core , allowing the possibility of confined doping. For RI profiles we investigated simple power-law profiles, including step-index, linear (triangular), and square-law, expressed by max core core p r n r n n r R R , max clad core n r n n n r R , with p = , 1, and 2, respectively. The non-step-index profiles offer advantages for bent fibers that motivated their consideration. The square-law profile has the property first pointed out by Fini 6 of having mode profiles unaffected by fiber bending, although the mode experiences substantial displacement along the bend plane. Modes of the step-index profile, on the other hand, are compressed in both transverse axes (most strongly along the bend plane), and displaced to a lesser degree by bending. The triangular-profile modes will be shown below to be stretched by bending, mostly in the axis along the bend plane. These simple RI profiles were defined by specifying values for R core , n, n max , and the power-law exponent, p. To address various failings of the simple power-law profiles, we also investigated a novel hybrid profile that combines two power-law types. As shown in Fig. 1b , the hybrid profile is based on a central linear region bounded by radius R 0 , surrounded by a power-law region extending to the outer core radius R core . A smooth transition is accomplished by requiring continuity of n(r) and dn/dr. The purpose of these design features will be described in the Results section. The hybrid profile is defined by specifying values for R core , R 0 , n, n 0 , n max , and p for the outer region of the core.
Numerical tools
Mode-field distributions and bend-loss coefficients were calculated using a code 6 based on finitedifference solutions of the vectorial Helmholtz equation, expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system. The finite-difference equations were solved using a triangular-mesh discretation scheme by which triangular boundaries were made to lie along all dielectric interfaces, allowing for incorporation of the correct boundary conditions. Taking advantage of the cylindrical coordinate system, we used a toroidal waveguide geometry to simulate bent fibers. In developing finite-difference expressions for computer solution, we retained bending terms to higher order than the commonly used effective refractive-index method. 8 The resulting generalized eigenproblem was solved using a iterative algorithm based on the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method. 9 We found that semivectorial results (neglecting the small-field component) were sufficiently accurate for the low NAs typical of LMA fibers. Calculations were also performed using a commercial finite-element package 10 as a check on the above triangular mesh finite-difference (TMFD) results. Bending effects were modeled using the effectiveindex method, which yields eigenmode fields with somewhat reduced accuracy compared to the TMFD code. Bend-loss coefficients were derived from the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues obtained by placing low-reflectance absorbing layers at the boundaries of the calculation window, at a distance of several core diameters. Agreement with the TMFD code was typically better than 20%, which we considered acceptable given the > 8-decade span of bend-loss coefficients for the modes and bend radii considered in this study. 
RESULTS
Core-cladding index contrast
For the power-law profiles we examined the effects of varying the core-cladding index contrast, n, for several values from 2×10 -3 to 5×10 -4 (the smallest value was used only for elucidating trends).
Since fundamental-mode areas generally increase as the NA decreases, 11 and the NA is determined directly by the index contrast through NA (2n clad n)
, the desire for large A eff drives n downward. In addition, we found that bending-induced mode compression of LP 01 was mitigated, with other parameters fixed, by decreasing n for all profiles. For a given power-law profile, decreasing n amounts to decreasing the gradient dn/dr, which reduces the confinement of the mode field at the core boundary. When the fiber is bent, the mode is forced to propagate along a curved path, effectively compressing the mode against the core index gradient (or step in the case of a step-index fiber). Fig. 2 shows the significance of this effect for a step-index fiber for various values of n; the degree of compression is expressed by the ratio A eff / A eff-bent , where A eff-bent is the effective area when the fiber is bent with a radius R op-bend . A significant decrease of more than 100% in the compression ratio is observed when n decreases from 2×10 -3 to 5×10 -4 ;
however, R op-bend increases even more dramatically. In view of this excessive bend sensitivity, and because current manufacturing methods cannot adequately control RI profiles at the ~10 -4 level, we selected n 1.0×10 -3 . Finding that goals for A eff and bend compression could not be met with larger contrasts, we further restricted n = 1.0×10 -3 , which was adopted for the hybrid profiles as well. In addition, we used n max = 1.45 for all profiles.
Effective area and bend sensitivity
The step-index profile provided the best results for these two strongly coupled goals of A eff and bend sensitivity compared to all profiles: A eff 2000 m 2 was achieved with R op-bend = 5.4 cm, using R core = 33.7 m. However, as will be seen below, the step-index profile suffers from the greatest mode compression of all examined profiles and offers poor HO-mode discrimination at large core sizes. Triangular profiles are not able to simultaneously achieve the goals for A eff and bend sensitivity. As shown in Fig. 3 , bend sensitivity exceeded the goal of R op-bend 8 cm for the selected index contrast of 1.0×10 -3 and at R core = 50 m. In this case, A eff was only 650 m 2 (Fig. 4) , below the goal of 1000 m 2 , and no combination of the design parameters could increase A eff without increasing bend sensitivity. On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 4 , the square-law profile in a straight fiber resulted in a much larger A eff for the same R core and thus came much closer to meeting design goals with R core 50 m. We attributed this larger A eff to the smaller dn/dr of the square law profile in the center of the core, relative to the triangular profile, resulting in a larger A eff for LP 01 . The square-law profile nevertheless suffered from greater than desired bend sensitivity, with R op-bend = 8.7 cm for R core = 50 m and A eff = 990 m 2 (Figs. 3-4) .
The preferred design of the hybrid-profile fiber was largely motivated by the above observation that a larger A eff in a straight fiber can be obtained by reducing dn/dr in the center. Although the initial hybrid design template (Fig. 1b) allowed nonzero values of n 0 and dn/dr as in the triangular profile in hopes of realizing the mode-stretching property of that profile, we found no such advantage in the hybrid profile. Rather, setting n 0 = dn/dr = 0 to obtain a flat central core resulted in the largest mode area. We did not experiment with positive dn/dr to further expand the mode area; this approach could be used to generate a flattened mode in a straight fiber but could lead to undesirable bending characteristics and reduced beam quality.
We also investigated different power laws for the outer core region of the hybrid profile (parameter p), finding a tradeoff between bend sensitivity and mode compression ratio. Large values of p (e.g., 4) resulted in greater mode guidance when bending the fiber, and hence lower bend sensitivity, but also resulted in greater mode compression. Lower values (e.g., p = 1.5) led to reduced mode compression but increased bend sensitivity and greater mode displacement. As a compromise, we selected p = 2, with which we were able to obtain values of A eff > 2000 m 2 with acceptable bend sensitivity and mode 
Mode compression
The reduction of A eff in a coiled fiber is a significant concern in bend-loss filtered fiber amplifiers because, by necessity, coiling is used in high-gain regions to suppress amplification of HO modes. As previously mentioned, the power-law and triangular-profile fibers offer notable advantages with respect to mode compression. Mode profiles resulting from the former were essentially unaffected by bending up to R op-bend , whereas modes of the latter actually increased in A eff by up to 36% when bent to R op-bend (Fig. 4) . On the other hand, LP 01 modes of the step-index profile experienced significant mode compression (A eff / A eff-bent > 2) for R core values above 22.5 m, corresponding to A eff > 1000 m 2 in the straight fiber. As seen in Fig. 6a , the compression effect worsened as R core was increased while keeping other parameters fixed; for R core 28 m, A eff-bent appeared to plateau at < 600 m 2 while A eff for the straight fiber continued to increase quadratically. We found that the hybrid profile provided significant mitigation of this effect while still offering the advantages of the step-index profile (large A eff and acceptable bend sensitivity). Fig. 6b shows the values of A eff and A eff-bent obtained for various hybrid designs for comparison with those of the step-index profile in Fig. 6a . Each hybrid profile used n 0 = 0, R 0 = 0.36 R core , and p = 2. We see that for the largest A eff values, the A eff-bent values are 1.7 larger than those of the step-index profile, and show no sign of reaching a plateau. For the design with A eff = 2040 m 2 , we obtain A eff-bent = 900 m 2 , substantially exceeding the respective goals of 1000 and 800 m 2 .
High-order mode discrimination
We compared values of HO-mode-dis for the step-index and hybrid-profile designs. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of HO-mode-dis on A eff for both profile types, obtained by varying only R core and R 0 (using the same parameters as Fig. 6 ). In both cases excellent HO mode discrimination, > 100 dB/m, is observed for lower values of A eff , but for A eff values above 1000 m 2 , discrimination for the step-index profile falls below 50 dB/m; for A eff = 2040 m 2 it is only 16 dB/m. While discrimination for the hybrid profile also falls with A eff , it remains above the goal of 30 dB/m, even for the largest A eff value investigated. This metric reveals a significant advantage of the hybrid design and is the main reason for choosing it over the step-index profile. Table 1 summarizes performance metrics of representative designs based on each profile type. Values that are considered unacceptable (significantly below goals) are doubly underlined, those considered acceptable (meeting or slightly above goals) are singly underlined, and those considered excellent (well above goals) are without underlines. The triangular and square-law designs are both deficient in bend sensitivity and core fill factor, the latter a result of having a central decrease in RI as a function of radius that acts to radially compress the mode distribution. This effect also contributed to the inability of the triangular profile to provide an acceptable A eff . The step-index profile has excellent performance in all aspects but mode compression and HO mode discrimination, the latter value being only 16 dB/m at the selected R core . The selected hybrid profile is excellent or acceptable in all metrics, providing significantly greater HO mode discrimination and reduced mode compression than the step-index profile. It should be noted, however, that the advantages of the hybrid design over those of the step-index profile diminish for A eff values below 1000 m 2 (see Figs. 6 and 7) . Here, the latter is preferred as result of its larger core fill factor and reduced bend sensitivity. The hybrid design, which remains robust as core size increases, is preferable for A eff > 1500 m 2 and possibly useful up to 2700 m 2 . Step-index R core = 33.7 m 
Comparison of performance attributes for selected designs
Optimization of R dopant
We investigated optimization of R dopant for a representative design based on the hybrid profile. For a fixed inversion density, the value of R dopant has a significant effect on modal gain when the mode distribution is not fully overlapped with the doped region. In general, HO modes have larger MFDs and bending displacements than does the fundamental mode, suggesting an ability to increase HO mode discrimination through preferential LP 01 modal gain dependence by correctly choosing R dopant . Using a small-signal-gain analysis, the net gain coefficient of a mode can be written as
where g is the small-signal gain coefficient, LPXY is the modal bend-loss coefficient, and LPXY is the modal overlap factor given by Fig. 8a . Gain coefficients for the HO modes were averaged over orthogonal mode orientations, and the bend radius was R op-bend . We see that contributions of bend loss dominate the net gain coefficient and would do so for all reasonable values of small-signal gain. Fig. 8b shows the dependence on R dopant of the difference in gain coefficients G LP11AVG -G LP01 , analogous to the HO mode discrimination metric but expressed in terms of gain, with larger negative numbers being better. This plot shows that an increase of nearly 2 dB/m in HO mode discrimination is possible by choosing R dopant = 40 m, although at a cost of 1.6 dB/m in G LP01 . This modest advantage in mode discrimination obtained by confined doping must be evaluated in light of the additional fabrication complexity and cost, which are specific to the manufacturing method.
Another reason to consider confined doping is reducing the total pump power necessary to achieve inversion. This consideration is important for three-level rare-earth dopants such as Yb 3+ , but irrelevant for four-level dopants such as Nd 3+ . A non-confined, Nd 3+ -doped fiber would eliminate concerns with modal overlap and impose a modest reduction in efficiency (quantum defect of 24% vs. 8% for Yb
3+
). In addition, a Nd 3+ dopant might provide higher pulse power/energy than Yb 3+ . Clearly, the choice of rare-earth ion is an important consideration in choosing R dopant , but is beyond the scope of the current investigation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We characterized three RI profiles based on a simple power-law function (step-index, square-law, and triangular) and a hybrid profile based on a combination of triangular and power-law functions for use in bend-loss filtered LMA fiber amplifiers. Various combinations of design parameters (e.g., R core , n, n max ) were examined for each profile type. We developed a set of design goals with six derived metrics to characterize performance of the fibers when used as amplifiers for high peak power/energy pulses. For designs yielding A eff 1000 m 2 for the LP 01 mode, fibers using the step-index profile provided the best overall performance. However, for larger values of A eff approaching 2700 m 2 , a hybrid profile using a flat central region and an outer annular region that decreases with a square law provided superior bend-lossinduced discrimination against HO modes and reduced compression of the LP 01 mode when coiled. This analysis did not address the issue of mode coupling 12 induced by fiber imperfections, a challenging problem to treat numerically. Mode coupling permits power exchange among the guided modes, degrading efficiency when power is lost from the LP 01 mode to HO modes made lossy by coiling. Because the magnitude of this effect is likely to be highly sample dependent, quantitative investigations may be best conducted experimentally. Although remarkably simple, the hybrid index profiles are a departure from conventional fiber designs (typically step-or parabolic-index). These new designs allow apparently conflicting goals involving mode area, bend sensitivity, and HO mode discrimination to be balanced without unnecessary constraints or engineering tradeoffs. Furthermore, discussions with fiber manufacturers indicate that such index and dopant profiles are practical to fabricate.
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